Overview

DigiCert is an approved Product Attestation Authority (PAA) for Matter, the standard developed by the Connectivity Standard Alliance (CSA) for delivering seamless interoperability and a common security framework to smart home devices. As a PAA, DigiCert provides CSA members with the Product Attestation Intermediate (PAI) and Device Attestation Certificates (DACs) required to be Matter compliant.

DigiCert’s market-ready chain of trust enables members to achieve Matter compliance in an expedient and cost effective way, while benefiting from DigiCert’s global expertise in managing trust hierarchies and its feature-rich, flexible solutions for certificate issuance.

Matter Device Attestation

DigiCert solutions for Matter device attestation include:

- A Product Attestation Intermediate issued and managed by DigiCert, chaining up to DigiCert’s approved and trusted root for Matter
- Device Attestation Certificate issuance with DigiCert® IoT Trust Manager, with flexible features such as batch enrollment, manufacturing-centric workflows, on-premises or cloud deployment, and highly scalable issuance and OCSP verification.

Matter Compliance with DigiCert

DigiCert’s Matter device attestation solutions enable CSA members to:

- Accelerate time to market in achieving Matter compliance.
- Avoid the costs and complexity of staffing, compliance, and maintenance associated with establishing and operating a Product Attestation Authority
- Enjoy flexible methods of Device Attestation Certificate issuance delivered through DigiCert® IoT Trust Manager
- Leverage on-premises or hosted deployment options, as well as efficiency of batch issuance
- Support global manufacturing activities, seamlessly integrating diverse manufacturing locations, processes, and product lines.

Learn More

Learn more about DigiCert’s solutions for Matter device attestation here or by emailing matter-certificates@digicert.com.